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JANUAltY 30, 1975

FOR IMI(EDIATE RELEASE

Office of the White House Press Secretary
THE WHITE HOUSE
THE WHITE HOUSE MADE PUBLIC TODAY THE
FOLLOWING LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT TO
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE

Dear Mr. Speaker:

(Dear Mr. President:)

In my State of the Union address earlier this month, I
outlined the dimensions of our interrelated economic and
energy problems and proposed comprehensive and far-reaching
measures for their solution.
The measures I described included both Executive and
Congressional actions. Because further delay is intoler
able, I have already taken administrative action to deal
with our energy problems, including issuance of a procla
mation to impose increased fees on imported oil. The
Secretary of the Treasury has already presented my detailed
energy tax proposals to the House Ways and Means Committee.
I am enclosing a proposed omnibus energy bill -- the Energy
Independence Act of 1975 -- which, along with the tax pro
posals already presented, will provide the combined authorities
that are necessary if we are to deal seriously and effectively
with the Nationts pressing energy problems.
We have delayed too long in taking decisive actions to reduce
our dependence on foreign energy sources and to eliminate our
vulnerability to energy disruptions such as we experienced
last winter -- or worse.
In the near term, enactment of the proposed legislation along
with certain Administrative actions would reduce oil imports
by one million barrels per day by the end of this year, and
two million barrels per day by the end of 1977. Over the
mid-term (1975-1985), enactment of the proposed legislation
will insure that domestic supplies of energy are substantially
increased, that the growth in energy demand is reduced sub
stantially and that we develop effective protection from
future energy embargoes or energy emergencies. In the long
term, my proposals will allow our Nation to once again
supply a significant share of the energy needs of the free
world.
The legislative program I have proposed will:
(1) encourage early development of our oil, natural gas and
coal resources;
(2) help speed the Siting and construction of nuclear and
other energy facilities;
(3) reduce energy consumption by mandating thermal standards
for new homes and commercial buildings and assisting persons
with low incomes in winterizing their homes;
(4) encourage investments in the development of new domestic
energy resources;
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(5) establish a strategic petroleum reserve to guard against
future import disruptions~ and
(6) authorize certain standby authorities to cope with potential
embargoes or energy emergencies.

A more detailed summary of my legislative proposals is enclosed.
My tax proposals already presented by the Secretary of the
Treasury would:
(1) place an excise tax of $2 per barrel on all domestic crude
oil and an import fee of $2 on all imported crude oil and
petroleum products to help reduce the demand for oil, promote
domestic refining and encourage the development of new
sources of energy;
(2) impose a tax on all domestic crude oil in order to capture
windfall profits;
(3) place an excise tax on natural gas equivalent to the $2
tax on oil to reduce natural gas demand;

(4) provide additional tax credits for public utilities to
provide equal tax treatment with other industries and
promote the construction of needed electric generating
facilities;
(5) provide tax credits for homeowners who install additional
insulation to reduce energy consumption$
(6) return to the economy the revenue from energy conserva
tion taxes to offset higher energy costs, particularly for
low and middle income citizens, and to help restore jobs
and production.

The 13 titles of this bill, coupled with appropriate tax
measures, are essential to the eventual attainment of our
common goal of energy independence. Prompt action on all
these measures is essential.
I cannot stress too much the sense of urgency I feel about
these proposals and the need for their swift consideration
by the Congress as a basis for the earliest possible enact
ment into law. Without these measures, we face a future of
shortages and dependency which the Nation cannot tolerate
and the American people will not accept.
Sincerely,

GERALD R. FORD

The Honorable
The Speaker
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
The Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO INCREASE
DOMESTIC ENERGY SUPPLY AND AVAILABILITY
Title I of the Energy Independence Act of 1975 would
autnorize the production of petroleum from the Naval
Petroleum Reserves to top off Defense Department storage
tanks~ with the remainder sold at auction or exchanged
for refined petroleum products used by the military or
used to fill a National Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
Revenues generated from the sale of oil produced from
the Naval Petroleum Reserves would be used to finance
the further exploration~ development and production of
the Reserves, including NPR #4 in Alaska. as well as
to create the National Strategic Petroleum Reserve. At
least 20%, or such other amount as dete~mined by the
President~ of the oil eventually produced from NPR #4
would be earmarked for military needs and for the National
Strategic Petroleum Reserve and the remainder made avail-·
able to the domestic economy. Although the oil reserves
contained in NPR #4 are largely unexplored and significant
production is not expected before 1982~ it is anticipated
that NPR #4 will provide a minimum of 2 million barrels of
oil per day by 1985. Title I would also grant the Depart ..
ment of the Navy authority to acquire) construct, fill and
maintain a military strategic petroleum reserve of 300
million barrels as part of the National Strategic Petroleum
Reserve.
Title II would authorize the establishment of a civilian
national strategic petroleum reserve of up to 1 billion
barrels of petroleum. Once created, this strategic re
serve J together with the exercise of certain standby
authorities provided for in Title XIII, will minimize
disruption from future embargoes or other energy emer·~
gencies. This Title would authorize the Federal government
to acquire~ construct and maintain petroleum storage facili~
ties) to purchase petroleum or require industrial set-asides
for a strategic reserve, and to utilize petroleum from the
reserve to offset disruptions in foreign imports. Most of
the funds required to finance this program~ as well as a
large amount of the oil to be stored would come from the
production of NPR #1 in Elk Hills~ California. Within one
year of enactment~ a report would be prepared and submitted
to the Congress, detailing actions taken and proposed plans
for developing a strategic petroleum reserve system.
Title III is designed to reverse the declining natural
gas supply trend as quickly as possible and to insure
increased supplies of natural gas at reasonable prices
to the consumer. Under the proposal, wellhead price
controls over new natural gas sold in interstate commerce
would be removed. This action will enable interstate
pipelines to compete for new onshore gas and encourage
drilling for gas onshore and in offshore areas. In order
to discourage further conversions to natural gas and to
encourage greater natural gas conservation J the President
is also propOSing an excise ta~ of 37¢ per thousand cubic
feet on natural gas which is equivalent to the proposed
$2 tax on oil.
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Titles IV and V contain amendments to the Clean Air Act
and the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act
of 1974 (ESECA). The amendments are needed to pursue a
vigorous program~ consistent with appropriate environmental
safeguards~ to make greater use of domestic coal) and thus
to reduce the need for natural gas and imported oil. The
proposed amendments would serve to reduce the need for oil
imports by 100~000 barrels per day in 1975 and 300JOOO
barrels by 1977.
The amendments to ESECA would expand and extend the Federal
Energy Administration's authority to issue and enforce or .
ders prohibiting power plants and other major installations
from burning petroleum products and natural gas. One of the
amendments to the Clean Air Act would eliminate the regional
requirement which prohibits major fuel burning sources from
burning coal where the violation of health-related standards
is caused by other sources. Another amendment would permit
certain isolated plants to use intermittent control systems
on an interim basis where they do not pose a threat to pub
lic health. In addition, the amendments seek a better balance
between automobile fuel economy and air quality by stabilizing
auto emission requirements for five years at the level of
California's 1975 standards for hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide emissions~ and holding at national 1975 standards
for oxides of nitrogen.
Title VI would delete the iisignificant deterioration II re
quirement from the Clean Air Act. There may be more
appropriate ways to deal with the issues associated with
significant deterioration than through the Clean Air Act,
and Congress should undertake a prompt and comprehensive
review of this issue.
Title VII is designed to restore the financial health of
public utilities. It would eliminate undue regulatory
lags involved in approving proposed rate changes; assure
that rates adequately reflect the full cost of generating
and transmitting electriCity, and remove prohibitions that
now prevent lower prices from being charged to consumers
during off peak hours. Though many states have already
adopted similar programs.J enactment of Title VII will es . ~
tablish certain standard regulatory procedures across the
Nation, resulting in more equitable treatment of utilities.
Treasury Secretary Simon has presented to the House Ways
and Means Committee proposals for tax changes including
increased investment tax credits for public utilities.
Presently only a 4% tax credit is available to utilities
while a 7% tax credit is available to other industries.
The proposed legislation would raise the tax credits to
a level of 12% for one year with the 12% rate being re
tained for two additional years for all electric generating
facilities not fired by oil or gas. Utilities would also
be allowed to increase from 50% to 75% the portion of their
1975 tax liabilities that can be offset by the investment
tax credit. The percentage would phase back down to 50% by
1980. Corporate tax deductions would also be allowed for
preferred stock dividends issued by utilities and other
industries. These legislative proposals would reduce the
cost of capital for needed utility expansions and stimulate
equity rather than debt financing.
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Title VIII is designed to expedite the development of energy
facilitIes. The Federal Energy Administration would be
required to develop a National Energy Site and Facility
Report with appropriate Federal~ State, industry and public
input. Information in this report would be utilized by the
Federal government) the States and industry in developing
and implementing plans to insure that needed energy facili
ties are sited~ approved and constructed on a timely basis.
At the Federal level, FEA would be responsible for coordi
nating and expediting the processing of applications to
construct energy facilities.
States would be required to develop management programs to
expedite the process by which energy facility applications
are reviewed and approved at the State level~ to insure that
adequate consideration is given to national and regional
energy requirements in the State's siting and approval
processes, and to provide that decisions of State regulatory
authorities on energy facility applications are not overruled
by actions of local governments. FEA would provide grants
and technical assistance to the States in developing their
programs. If a State does not develop an acceptable manage
ment program, FEA would promulgate an appropriate management
program for it. The Federal government would not be autho
rized to override any State decision on a particular site
of facility application.
Title IX would provide needed authority to prevent foreign
oil producing countries from undercutting U.S. efforts to
develop domestic petroleum energy resources or achieve
energy independence. The Federal Energy Administration
would monitor the effect of oil price fluctuations on the
economic viability of conventional petroleum development
and production projects. Upon the finding that this viability
is being threatened~ tariffs~ quotas, or variable import
fees would be imposed.
Two other measures are being developed that will affect
domestic energy supplies. One proposal would assure more
rapid siting and licensing of nuclear facilities while
retaining sufficient safeguards to protect the environ
ment and public health and safety. The other proposal.;
to regulate surface mining, would provide the appropriate
balance between the urgent need to increase coal production
and the need to protect the environment.
DEMAND RESTRAINT MEASURES
Each of the demand restraint measures contained in Titles
X-XII is an essential element in achieving our overall goal
of reducing oil imports and lowering the demand for coal)
natural gas and electricity. These proposals will serve
to reduce wasteful energy use» create jobs) and lessen
economic hardships~ while not impeding economic output.
Title X would establish mandatory thermal (heating and
cooling) efficiency standards for all new homes and
commercial buildings. It is anticipated that this program
will save the equivalent of 500~OOO barrels of oil per day
in 1985. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
in consultation with engineering; arChitectural, consumer,
labor and industry representatives would be responsible
for developing thermal efficiency standards. Standards
more
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for residential dwellings would be promulgated and implemented
within one year, and performance standards for commercial
and other residential buildings developed and implemented
as soon thereafter as practicable. State and local govern
ments would assume primary responsibility for enforcing
standards through local building codes.
Title XI would estab1ish~ within the Federal Energy Administration~
a grant program for States to assist low income persons
particularly the elderly, in winterizing their homes. Title
XI is modeled after a successful pilot project that was con
ducted in the State of Maine during 1974. Annual appropriations
of $55 million would be authorized to fund the three year
grant program, and enable States to purchase winterization
materials for dwellings of low-income persons.
l

Title XII would authorize the President to require energy
efficiency labels on all new major appliances and motor
vehicles. This title would insure that consumers are fully
apprised of the efficiency of various appliances and motor
vehicles and would encourage the manufacture and greater
utilization of more efficient products.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAMS
In addition to taking measures to increase domestic supp1ies J
reduce demand and create a strategic reserve system; we must
be in a position to take immediate and decisive actions to
counteract any future energy emergency_
Title XIII would provide the President with certain standby
authorities to deal with future embargoes or other energy
emergencies and to carry out the International Energy
Program agreement) including provisions for international
oil sharing .. mutual energy conservation programs~ and inter
national cooperation on various energy initiatives. This
title would include authority to allocate and control the
price of petroleum and petroleum products; promulgate and
enforce mandatory energy conservation programs) ration
petroleum products~ order increases in domestic oil pro
duction~ and allocate critical materials needed for the
maintenance; construction and operation of critical energy
facilities. Allor a portion of these authorities would
be invoked upon a determination that emergency conditions
exist.
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